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FIRM PROFILE 

Plasma is widely recognized as one of the leading emergent ar-
chitecture and design practices with worldwide scope and outlook. 
The studio is working on all scales from furniture and installations 
to urbanism and master planning.

Since 2003, Plasma Studio has been frequently invited to col-
laborate with renown architects around the globe. Together with 
various famous studios such as ZahaHadid, Norman Foster and 
ArataIsozaki., Plasma studio was invited to design one of the 
levels of the Puerta America Hotel in 2005, the project was well-
recommendedamongst architects and was documented in a wide 
range of architecture magazines.In 2008, Plasma studio won the 
Design competition for the new masterplan of Longgang city in 
Shenzhen, the project obtained the Cityscape Award recommen-
dation (dubai).Soon after the studio also won the masterplan com-
petition for Xi’an international horticultural expo, Plasma studio’s 
scheme was deployed as the guiding principle for the overall mas-
terplan and alongside, the practice also completed the design for 
three main exhibition buildings for the expo.After Xi’an Plasma 
Studio has gain 1st prizes in a few other design competitions such 
as theheadquarter for Provincial Coal Mining Organisation in Da-
tong and the Low Carbon museum in Wuxi.

The office has always been engaged and involved in the field of 
contemporary architecture. The practice has been awarded the 
following prizes; young architect of the year award 2002, inter-
national HotdipGlavanizing award 2004, next generation architect 
award 2008. More recent awards includes theWallpaper* Design 
Award 2011 and the Architectural award by Zhulong,‘Xi’an Expo 
being selected among the 5 most important projects in china be-
tween 2000 and 2010’. 

Plasma studio is an international practice that integrates various 
of approach in design and architecture. The nationality of the part-
ners varies from Britain, Germany, China & Italy. Eva Castro is 
the director of Landscape Urbanism master programme in the 
AA, she is also the guest professor at the Tsinghua university, 
school of architecture and Honorary professor at Xi’an University 
of Architecture and technology. Holger Kehne was the unit master 
for Diploma 12 at the Architectural Association, together with Eva 
he was awarded Europe under 40 architect in 2008.Chuan Wang 
is the visiting consultant of Architectural Association, Co-Tutor of 
Human-environment design in Beihang University, Guest Lec-
turer in Beijing University of Technology. He is a architect with 
multiple design approach, his design ranging from architecture to 
landscape and large scale urban designs. He had won several 
internatinal awards such as the iF award and get the Outstanding 
Landscape Planner of 2014 by ILIA.  Ulla Hell is a contemporary 
Italian architect who has studied in Innsbruck, Austria, and the TU 
Delft and Tu Eindhoven, she is also a member of the architects of 
Chamber of Bolzano, Italy.  

DESIGN PHILOSOPHY ｜ SELECTED PROJECTS

Folding space into space, Plasma draw landscapes into buildings, 
streets into facades, inside to outside.Transformative tectonics 
set spaces, planes and bodies into unforeseen relationships that 
challenge conventional topographies and spatial codes. While the 
angular and complex qualities of their forms might superficially af-
filiate them with ‘computer-generated’ architecture, decision- mak-
ing is never relinquished to the computer. Strategic reasoning and 
the desire to produce specificity in place of generics drive tectonic 
form. Topographic dialogues are enacted by an architecture of tra-
jectory and momentum, which responds to context, purpose and 
the possibilities of engagement.

Form, space, experience

The studio is best known for its architectural use of form and ge-
ometry. Shifts, folds and bends create surface continuities that are 
never arbitrary but part of a consistent spatial and structural organ-
isation. Space becomes expanded, new potentials arise, new ex-
periences abound. A reduced palette of materials and colors with 
minimal clean detailing is used in order to let dynamic ephemeral 
events, such as light changes, reflections and people’s movements 
happen and be noticed.

Programme, organization, performance

As importantly, each project is geared towards maximizing space, 
performance and value through highly creative, open minded and 
skilful work processes. Starting with a careful analysis of the site 
and the brief, the studio develops together with the client a thor-
ough framework of the constrains, objectives and potentials. Tan-
gible and intangible parameters, such as material, light, structure, 
budget, usage patterns, atmosphere, weathering etc are all equally 
processed as determining forces.

Technology, sustainability, collaboration

The spirit and techniques of inclusiveness, collaboration, life-cy-
cle engineering and full sustainability are guided by the academic 
research of both partners at the Architectural Association and its 
collaboration with leading consultants such as Buro Happold and 
Arup. Working on the limits of current computer-aided design tools, 
sophisticated environmental analysis software and parametric re-
lational modelling, Plasma is contributing to a more transparent, 
complex and interactive development process that connects de-
signers, clients, consultants and fabricators at once.

The work of plasma studio has been published in a wide range 
of magazine around the globe, publishers ranging from magazine 
publishers such as“Domus”, “architectural Review”, “ A+U”, “New 
York Times”, “Financial Times” and “The Guardian”; to architectur-
al books like “Atlas of 21st Century Architecture-Phaidon London, 
NY”, “Architecture Now Houses –Taschen(Köln) and etc. The stu-
dio also take part in world-wide architectural activities and exhibi-
tions, including the 7th Sao Paulo International Biennial of Archi-
tecture in 2007; Nodal Landscapes – Formel_XSolo Exhibition at 
DeutschesArchitekturzentrum (DAZ) Berlin in 2010;‘Critical Territo-
ries’, AA Gallery- London, UKin 2011; the Chengdu Biennial in 2011 
and etc.

Closely tied to research organisations with experimental approach 
such as the AA and Qinghua university, the partners and collabo-
rators of Plasma studio continues to be involved in the creation of 
contemporary urban space. During the years of practice, the office 
has explored and established ways of applying digital design ap-
proach into the design of architecture and urbanism and our goal 
is to continuously evolve in our design techniques and agenda to 
create quality space and environment for people to share and enjoy.

2016  

3 Birken , Alto Adige, Italy
- New-built residence villa
- 610 m2 - completed June 2016

University Campus of Economics Izmir
- Commission for masterplanning of new campus, Turkey

Huafa Office Headquarters Building
- Zhuhai, China, Invited Competion

2014

Xixian Eco Park
- New-built Restaurant and entrance gates
- Commission - in detailed development

6500 m2, Completed in January 2017

Schaefer House
- Conversion and roof extension with 3 large apartments in

Innichen, Italy

2013 
Mercedes-Benz Campus   

- Invited competition
- 75,000m2 multipurpose event and exhibition centre
- Daimler Real Estate / Mercedes-Benz Stuttgart

2012
Dolomitenblick Apartment Building, Sesto, Italy

- Multi family residence
- 1050 m2, Completed 2011

2011
Flower Garden, Huizhou,China

- 60,000m2, landscape design
- Commission, concept design phase

Flowing Gardens, Xi’an, China
- Xi’an International Horticultural Expo 2011
- 1st prize in international competition, 37ha landscape

with a range of buildings in Xi’an, China,
- Completed in April 2011

Datong Twin Towers, Datong, China
- 70,000m² mixed use
- Invited competition, 1st prize

2008  
Cube Haus, Sesto, Italy

- Private residential building, Sesto, Italy
- 210 m2, completed August 2008

2007 
Strata Hotel, Alto Adige, Italy

- New-built four star apart hotel
- 1,600 m2 - completed Nov 2007

Tetris House, San Candido, Italy
- Multi-family residential compound
- 680 m2 - completed Dec 2007

2006 
Esker House,San Candido, Italy

- New-built family dwelling as roof expansion in
- Completed Oct 2006

2005
Hotel Puerta America, Madrid, Spain

- One floor of a luxury hotel development
- Projects by some of the world’s leading architects
- Completed July 2005

2004 
Wohnen in der Kaiserau, Bolzano, Italy

- Limited competition for housing
- 9,700 m2 - 3rd prize
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2016              - ArcVISION Award final shortlisted- 
  Woman and Architecture
                           - BUILD Architecture Award - Firm of the Year

International Architecture & Landscape Design    

2014  Public Choice Award
                             -European Copper in Architecture Awards
                             Ten of the Best Landscape Design 

2013  European Copper Award
  Winner of public vote and jury’s commendation 
  for ‘Dolomitenbrick’

  Most Popular Residential Low Rise Building
                             -Architizer A+ Awards
                             Top 100 Design Institute - IDEA-KING Architizer

2011               Shaanxi Province Women Award, China
  ‘2000-2010 - This Decade of Architecture in China’,
   5 most favoured projects- Zhulong
                             Wallpaper* Design Award 
  Alpine Interior Award-Honorable Mention-AIT, 
  Germany

2009   Cityscape Award (Dubai)- Highly commended
               ContractWorld Award- Messe Hannover,Germany
  Europe 40 under 40
  European Centre for Architecture Art Design and 
  Urban Studies and the Chicago Athenaeum
  10 Visionary Studios of the Next Decade-LEAF Review, 
UK

2008  Next Generation Architects Award
                             - Architecture Foundation, UK
  Contract Wirld Award- Messe Hannover, Germany

2004                Design Vanguard 2004- Architectural Record, 
                             USA  

2002  Hot Dip Galvanizing Awards 2002
                             - Galvanizers Association UK
  Young Architect of the Year Award 2002
  - Corus/ Building Design UK

1999  Prince’s Trust Business Award

SELECTED AWARDS ｜ SELECTED PUBLICATIONS SELECTED PUBLICATIONS ｜ SELECTED LECTURES

2015  Vision Magazine, no.155 + no.156, 10/2015 &  
  11/2015, China
   AD Magazine - Mass-customized Cities, edited  
  by Tom Verebes, 12/2015
  FourTicino, no.15, 06-08/2015, Italy 

2012  Mark, no.45, Netherlands 
  The Plan, no.64, 03/2012, Italy

2011  Domus, no.060, 12/2011, China
  Domus, no.949, 07-08/2011, Italy
  Detail 2012, Taipei, China
  Architecture & Art, no.192, 10/2011, China
  Landscape Architecture, no.92, 03/2011, China          
  IW, no.80, 07/2011, Taipei, China
  Time + Architecture, China
  Build, 11/2011, Germany
  Urban Flux, no.18, 04/2011, China
             
2010  SPACE, no.515, 10/2010, Korea
  2010 Architecture Competition Annual, 
  Archiworld, Korea      
  Landscape Architecture, n2, 02/2010, China

2009  Abitare (Italy) No. 491, April, 
  Architecture & Design, n143, August 09, China
  AV proyectos, No 031/2009, Spain   
  Domus Russia (RU), Nr. 12, January 2009 
  AMC- Le Moniteur (FR), Interiors, 2009
  C3 (Korea), Issue 09/02, 
  Resort Hotel Contextual to Regional
  Mais arquitectura (Portugal), March 2009
  Archicree (France) February / March 2009

2008               Details (Korea), Nr. 10
                             Baumeister (Germany), Nr. 12, 2008
                             Archidea ( Ukraine) Nr. 11, 2008
                             DHD Hospitality (Italy), Nr. 18, 2008
                             Case Cosí (Italy), October 2008
                             Casa resart (Italy), Nr. 22, September 2008,
                             Afisha (Russia), Nr. 5, 2008 
  WellHotel (Austria), Nr 19, 2008
                             TATLINNEWS (Russia), Nr.  4/46/61, 2008
                             AIT (Germany) Nr. 6, 2008
  Interior World (Taiwan), Nr. 61, May 2008
  IW Design and Detail (Croatia), Nr. 67, 2008
              Arketipo Il Sole 24 Ore (Italy), Nr. 22, April 2008
                             Pol Oxygen (Australia), Nr. 27, 2008  
                             XXI (Turkey) May 2008
                             Wallpaper* (UK), April 2008
                             AMC Le Moniteur (France), April 2008
                             Architektur Aktuell (Austria)  April 2008
                             The Architectural Review (UK),  March 2008 

2007  Neo2 (Spain), November 2007
  La Tempestad (Mexico), Nr. 56, 2007
                             Dwell (USA), June 2007
                             L’Arca (Italy), April 2007
  Dolomiten Journal: Bauen (Italy), Nr. 91, 2007
                             Plan (Irland), March 2007
  Bob (Korea), Nr. 032
  Plus (Korea): Studio profile 
  AV (Spain), Nr. 128, 2007
                             Interior World Detail 08 (Taiwan)
                             Icon (UK) issue 45, March 2007
                             Building Design (GB)- issue 1755, January 26 
                             Interior World (Taiwan)- issue 53, January 2007

2016  Speranza di una Nuova Progettazione
  Authored/Edited by C. Blasi, G. Padovano  
                             Published by Aracne Editrice
     
2015  This Is Not A House 
  Authored/Edited by The Editors of Mark and   
  Dan Rubinstein. 
  Published by Rizzoli
  Grounds and Envelops: Reshaping Architecture  
  and the Built Environment
  Co-authored by Michael U. Hensel and Jeffrey  
  P. Turko Published by Routledge

2014  Critical Territories: From Academia to Praxis
  Authored/Edited by Eva Castro, Alfredo Ram  
  irez, Eduardo Rico and Douglas Spencer
  160 pages, Published by Actar

2013  Naturaliser L’Architecture- Archilab 2013, Edi  
  tions HYX, Marie-Ange Brayerand and Frederic  
  Migayrou, Orléans
  ‘Masterplanning the Adaptive City: Compu  
  tational Urbanism in the Twenty-first Century’,  
  Tom Verebes, Routledge (London)

2012  Design Innovation for the Built Environment 
                            – Michael Hensel (editor), 
                               Eva Castro (contributor), Routledge. 
  ‘Masterplanning Futures’, Lucy Bullivant, Rout 
  ledge, London
  ‘Architecture China 100’, Fang Zhenning,   
  Reiss-Engelhorn- Museen (Mannheim)

2010  Digital Architecture, 
                             Passages Through Hinterlands,London 
  Architecture Now! 7- Philip Jodidio
                             Taschen (Köln)
  ArchManual, AADCU Publication, China
  Monograph.it,Landscape Sensitive Design, 
                             LISTlab Barcelona, Spain
           Wohnraum Alpen Abitare le Alpi Living in the 
                             Alps, Birkhäuser, Basel, Schweiz            

2009  Atlas of 21st Century Architecture
                             - Phaidon London, NY
  Architecture Now Houses- Taschen (Köln)
  Smart Home Extensions
                             - Links Books (Barcelona) Carles Broto

TV

2015  Deutsche Welle- Die Gipfelstürmerin’: Modern  
  Alpine Architecture in Italy
  A portrait of Ulla Hell, partner of Plasma Studio

2013  RAI 5- Daysign- Living: documentary on   
  Plasma Italy

2012   CCTV8- Major cities of China: Xi’an 
  Discovery Channel- Alpine Architecture docu  
  mentary

2011   CCTV, China
                             Special Report: Xi’an International Expo
  Shanxi TV News programme, China
  Ordos TV News programme, China
  Xi’an International Expo opening
  CCTV- special report on Xi’an Expo

2016  - 58th Annual NASA Convention,Gujarat, India  
                             -The Ground of Radical Natures, Beijing Forum
   - International Workshop, SUTD, Singapore

- Alpen Architektur Tourismus, Germany
- European Architecture Dialogue 2016, Tallin 
- Architettura Futura - Donne che Costruiscono, Trento
-  Architectureworld Congress, Duisburg, Germany
- AA Visiting School Shanghai
- Transformative Tectonics, Stuttgart, Germany
- AA Visiting School Melbourne

2015  -The Ground of Radical Natures, London
  -International Lectures Series, Milano
  -Transformative Tectonics, NY
  -Architecture and Landscape Urbanism, Harbin

2014   -Symposium for Sustainability in the Built Envi 
  ronment, Braunschweig
  -Transformative Tectonics, Mexico
  -Moscow Urban Forum, Russia
                             -Architectural Association, London
  -Beijing Design Week, China
  -The Forum of Genius Loci of City, China
  -‘Beyond Architecture’ Series Exhibitions
  -Architecture World Congress, Münster
  -Plasma Studio’s Hotelprojekte, Stuttgart

2013   -Baukulturism, Italy
                             -AA Shanghai Symposium, China
                             -Environment Design Award Forum, China
  -Shenzhen Municipal Construction Affairs 
                             Bureau, China
  -”Lens, Get Closer”, Lisbon Architecture Trien 
  nale
  -Meta-Hutongs: urban emergence between   
  utopia and dystopia, Tokyo

2012   -SAC End-of-Year Reviews, Germany
                             -Heunze Architek Tour,  Italy
                             -World Architecture Festival, Singapore
                             -Tsinghua Urban Planning and Design Institute
  -Architect@work-China, Shanghai
                             -Festival de Inovacao & Criatividade, Portugal

2011   -Nordic-Baltic Biennial for Art and Architecture,  
                              Tallinn, Estonia
  -Xi’an University of Architecture 
  and Technoogy, China
  -Chengdu Design Forum, China
  -Tsinghua University Beijing, China
  -Beijing Forestry University, China

2010   -Politechnico di Milano, Italy
  -Tongji University, Shanghai, China
  -University of Hong Kong, Centenary Keynote
  -Universidad Catolica Pontificio de Santiago, 
                              Chile

2009  -Inaugural lecture, 
                              Xi’an University of Architecture and Technology
   -Beijing Forestry University, Beijing, China
  -BIAD design institute Beijing 
  -Tongji University, Shanghai, China
  -Donghuai University, Shanghai
                             -Ordine degli Architetti della Provinzia di 
                              Messina, Italy

BOOKSMAGAZINES
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The project proposes a hybrid of both natural and artificial systems, 
brought together as a synergy of waterscapes. With consideration to the 
amount of water required for irrigation, the project seeks to introduce 
various technologies and designs found in nature, but it is enhanced to 
meet the specific needs of the new population. Rainwater is collected and 
channeled into the wetland areas, where natural plants and reed beds 
clean and store the water, which is then later dispersed and used for 
irrigation. These integrated wetlands and ponds are also to be enjoyed 
by the visitors as oasis and points of personal tranquility. More complex 
water cycle issues are sensitively controlled with the introduction of grey 
and black water treatment systems.

The proposal aims to make use of the initial investment and organisation 
during the exhibition, to set up an environment, which becomes 
autonomous in function and character. The gardens transform the 
artificial and natural conditions of the site into a sustainable system that 
becomes increasingly more maintenance-free once the exhibition is 
over, allowing the park to develop into a new model, or paradigm, within 
the horticultural industry. The park area manifests in a variety of scales 
in association with very specific planting, surfacing and lighting, thus 
providing a sandbox of experiences that ranges from the very intimate 
with semi-enclosed, shaded, self contained, one- to-one spaces, to the 
very public with communal plazas formed by wider pedestrian paths with 
full exposure to the sun and a direct, uninterrupted visual link to the main 
hiatus on the site.

Type: Landscape Urbanism 
Location: Xi’an, Shanxi Province, PR China
Client: Chan Ban Ecological District Development Agency
Size: 37ha
Date of performance: 2009-2011 
Landscape: GroundLab+PlasmaStudio
AWARDS_Wallpaper’s Best Building Site 2011, This Decade of 
Architecture in China 2000-2010

XI’AN FLOWING GARDENS
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Type: Exhibition Hall
Location: Xi’an, Shanxi Province, PR China
Client: Chan Ban Ecological District Development 
Agency
Size: 5000m2
Date of performance: 2009-2011 
AWARDS_Wallpaper’s Best Building Site 2011, 
This Decade of Architecture in China 2000-2010

It is located on the edge of the lake as the 
endpoint to the central axis that starts with the 
Gate Building, and is the starting point for the 
water crossing by boat. It ties in with a series of 
piers that follow the landscape jutting out into 
the water. The built volume is interwoven with 
the articulating ground, producing continuities 
on many levels integrating the landscape and 
building together.From this flows the organization 
of the building massed as three parallel volumes 
within the landscape, flowing through and 
underneath, leading to the piers, the volumes 
themselves hover as cantilevers over the lake. 
The fluid experience of passing through the 
landscape continues inside, where all zones 
are generous and interconnected. Inside, the 
use of ramps enables visitors to move up to 
the mezzanine level and out onto the roof of 
the building. Through its materiality the building 
again manifests itself as an extension of the 
ground with its floors and interior walls made 
from concrete and bronze is used as expression 
of local identity.

XI’AN CREATIVE PAVILLION

It is formed as a precious crystal, semi-submerged in splendid 
isolation reached by boat across the lake followed by a short 
walk from the shore. The greenhouse blends into the hillside 
even more so than the other two structures.

The building is entered through a prolonged cut, literally 
scooped up from the ground, emerging within a light-filled 
cavernous reception space. From here the visitor passes along 
a tessellated mesh of paths through three different climatic 
zones with corresponding plant environments. The greenhouse 
has a horseshoe plan creating a loop that changes radically in 
section to accommodate a sequence of different planting and 
spatial conditions. With the ground inside and out, gradually 
changing in relation to each other, the visitor experiences 
sequences of visual enclosure alternating with long vistas out 
and across. The horseshoe shape also generates an inner 
courtyard of outside space, making it the natural centre of 
the building and creating a three-dimensional interweaving of 
interior and exterior circulation.

Type: Greenhouse 
Location: Xi’an, Shanxi Province, PR China
Client: Chan Ban Ecological District Development Agency
Size: 4000m2
Date of performance: 2009-2011 
AWARDS_Wallpaper’s Best Building Site 2011, This Decade 
of Architecture in China 2000-2010

XI’AN GREENHOUSE
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WOVEN GROUNDS
Location: Taichung, China
Type: Garden Planning
Client: Taichung City Government
Size: 70 Ha

The reason for a park is that of providing a chance to weave the 
cityscape of our urban environments with ecologies and places 
with entirely different character. A park becomes a melting pot of 
different territories, where citizens can experience in a positive 
way the distance between their urban lives and that of a distant 
countryside. To design a park is to work with these relationships 
and experiences, playing with them in order to generate a space 
where citizens can relate to their environment in new and provoc-
ative manners, making them more aware of each other and their 
relationship with nature.

In this sense, the park weaves distant and local territories into the 
ultimate form of metropolitan experience, helping to forge charac-
ter and long term vision of the entire city. The design of this park in 
Taichung becomes the key to produce a resolutely cosmopolitan 
and distinct experience for Gateway Development and, up to a 
certain extent, the entire city. In a nutshell, weaving shall become 
the main concept to turn the Landscape of Gateway Park into the 
strongest form of Urbanism. It is this idea of weaving experiences, 
territories and ecologies that drives the design of our proposal. 
The whole aspiration of the design
becomes encapsulated in the space of the landscape, with the 
very materials of the park, water, earth and plants, being woven 
into a new ground from which to build the Gateway Community.

Woven Ground project presents a story made of three different 
weaving patterns: Weaving of the infrastructure of Taichung, 
weaving the scales of the park and finally weaving the ecologies 
around the Gateway Development.

台中中央公园设计

梭织的大地Woven Grounds  Taichung Gateway Park groundlabteam

A_Concept.  Woven Grounds
A_設計概念 梭織的土地

A_設計概念

台中中央公園是台中生態園區都市計劃中最具里程碑
式的代表項目。公園基地在規劃總圖中沿著它自身的
發展由南至北蜿蜒，通過空間、植物生長、基礎設施
和社區這些方面，它被當做是整合和凝聚不同區域的
關鍵元素。

A_Concept

The Taichung Gateway Park represents the most significant 
milestone within the Taichung Gateway City Project. The site 
assigned to the park in the masterplan meanders from north to 
south along the entire development which makes it a key ele-
ment in the integration and cohesiveness of the different parts 
of the project, in terms of space, performance, infrastructure and 
the community. 

g r o u n d l a b

MULTIPLYING GROUNDS
Location: Astana, Kazakhstan
Type: Garden Planning
Client: Astana Goverment
Size: 100 Ha

Landscape, ground and nature will become in-
creasingly important to future users and through 
its location, perfect symmetry and the axial and 
programmatic relationships to the surrounding 
urban grain, this new park is destined to become 
a major place to go meet and enjoy an extend-
ed range of activities in addition to the classical 
recreational functions and value. Our project 
is developed to enhance the given framework, 
highlight the axis and develop a central meeting 
place in a contemporary, dynamic and exciting 
way.

g r o u n d l a b

Multiplying Grounds,  Astana,
Kazakhstan
Multiplying Grounds, Astana Park, Astana, Kazakhstan
3rd prize. Invited Competition
Client: Astana Goverment
Size: 100 Ha.
Date: 2010

Landscape, ground and nature will become increasingly 
important to future users and through its location, perfect 
symmetry and the axial and programmatic relationships to 
the surrounding urban grain, this new park is destined to 
become a major place to go meet and enjoy an extended 
range of activities in addition to the classical recreational 
functions and value.
Our project is developed to enhance the given framework, 
highlight the axis and develop a central meeting place in a 
contemporary, dynamic and exciting way.

漸增的地景 哈薩克斯坦阿斯塔納公園
國際邀請賽第三名
業主：阿斯塔納政府
基地面積：100公頃
日期：2010

景觀、土地以及自然將對未來的使用者來說越來越重要。並且通
過它的地理位置、完美的對稱性以及與周圍城市肌理軸向和功能
的關系，這個新的公園註定成為一個見面與享受各種活動的公共
場所。
       我們的項目將改進現有的框架體系，突出軸線並且發展為一
個現代的、動態的和令人興奮的交流場所。
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RIPPLED TOPOGRAPHIES

MAGNETIC FIELD DIAGRAM

WINTER NIGHLIGHT

DIAGRAM IN CONTEXT

We set up a diagram as a magnetic field with two poles- one in the East and another in the West. This results in a funnel that runs North- South which in turn constitutes the local axis in con-
trast to the global axis of East and West. This arrangement aligns itself perfectly with the non-directional square geometry of the park and the urban system around it. The Western field natu-
rally becomes the extension of the Olympic sports grounds, additional sports facilities will be located here and the atmosphere will be driven by Western garden principles and related vegeta-
tion. The Eastern field will have an emphasis on Asian sports and activities, arrangements and vegetation will be dominated by Eastern influences. 
Despite these subtle contrasts we envisage the primary use of local vegetation in order to create a robust low-maintenance and gradually maturing parkscape. Ultimately this park will be a local 
expression of the amazing Kazakhstan landscapes.

Along the conceptual development of the magnetic field diagram we propose a two folded strategy that will activate the park regardless the extreme weather conditions in winter and the time of 
the day. 

1. TOPOGRAPHIC ACTIVATION
On the one hand we integrate all the necessary earthworks to build the park and facilities into a comprehensive rippled topography. 
This artificial topography  has been guided by the intention to shelter specific zones, in particular sports areas from wind as well as allowing the introduction of basic facilities such a changing 
rooms, toilets, etc, inside the hills, thus  allowing indoors and outdoors activities in both winter and summer conditions.

2. PROGRAMATIC ACTIVATION
In the centre of the park, a plethora of low buildings are employed to facilitate hospitality, shopping and entertainment. These single-storey volumes read as extensions of the hills. They frame 
and shelter the main public plaza in the very centre.

At the Western apex of this central area, we located a spa and wellness centre. This is just one example for potential additional functions and programs that would enhance the park’s role and 
complexity. The design concept allows for careful calibration of the desired density as buildings and topography can be exchanged whilst adhering to the same overall logic and experience.

EAST MEETS WEST
Landscape, ground and nature will become increasingly important to future users and through its location, perfect symmetry 
and the axial and programmatic relationships to the surrounding urban grain, this new park is destined to become a major 
place to go meet and enjoy an extended range of activities in addition to the classical recreational functions and value.

Our project is developed to enhance the given framework, highlight the axis and develop a central meeting place in a con-
temporary, dynamic and exciting way. 

Starting from the fact that Astana is located on the intersection of East and West and exponentially develops as a major link 
between those cultural and economic spheres, our intention is to make the park into a place where this is symbolized and 
can be experienced too.
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trast to the global axis of East and West. This arrangement aligns itself perfectly with the non-directional square geometry of the park and the urban system around it. The Western field natu-
rally becomes the extension of the Olympic sports grounds, additional sports facilities will be located here and the atmosphere will be driven by Western garden principles and related vegeta-
tion. The Eastern field will have an emphasis on Asian sports and activities, arrangements and vegetation will be dominated by Eastern influences. 
Despite these subtle contrasts we envisage the primary use of local vegetation in order to create a robust low-maintenance and gradually maturing parkscape. Ultimately this park will be a local 
expression of the amazing Kazakhstan landscapes.

Along the conceptual development of the magnetic field diagram we propose a two folded strategy that will activate the park regardless the extreme weather conditions in winter and the time of 
the day. 

1. TOPOGRAPHIC ACTIVATION
On the one hand we integrate all the necessary earthworks to build the park and facilities into a comprehensive rippled topography. 
This artificial topography  has been guided by the intention to shelter specific zones, in particular sports areas from wind as well as allowing the introduction of basic facilities such a changing 
rooms, toilets, etc, inside the hills, thus  allowing indoors and outdoors activities in both winter and summer conditions.

2. PROGRAMATIC ACTIVATION
In the centre of the park, a plethora of low buildings are employed to facilitate hospitality, shopping and entertainment. These single-storey volumes read as extensions of the hills. They frame 
and shelter the main public plaza in the very centre.

At the Western apex of this central area, we located a spa and wellness centre. This is just one example for potential additional functions and programs that would enhance the park’s role and 
complexity. The design concept allows for careful calibration of the desired density as buildings and topography can be exchanged whilst adhering to the same overall logic and experience.

EAST MEETS WEST
Landscape, ground and nature will become increasingly important to future users and through its location, perfect symmetry 
and the axial and programmatic relationships to the surrounding urban grain, this new park is destined to become a major 
place to go meet and enjoy an extended range of activities in addition to the classical recreational functions and value.

Our project is developed to enhance the given framework, highlight the axis and develop a central meeting place in a con-
temporary, dynamic and exciting way. 

Starting from the fact that Astana is located on the intersection of East and West and exponentially develops as a major link 
between those cultural and economic spheres, our intention is to make the park into a place where this is symbolized and 
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GUZELBAHCE CAMPUS MASTERPLAN
Type: University Campus 
Location: Izmir, Turkey
Client: Izmir University of Economics
Size: 200138,6 m2, 140500 m2 buildings
Date of performance: 2015 - ongoing

The project is based on “Second Skin- Second Nature” and the 
“Geometry of Necessities and Performance”.
Given the steep topography of the terrain and the intention to 
stitch together the new buildings with the landscape, the task was 
to develop the massing as an artificial, jagged replication of the 
original hillscapes.

The essence of the landscape as “original” material is transformed 
and sculpted, (be)coming another self and forming an identity that 
is at once indexing the local geographic morphologies and specific 
latitude and environment and a projection of the logic of human 
rational thinking and spatial ordering.

The educational bands of the K12 and of the University are organized 
along a Back Bone and on Podiums, which links diverse functions 
and produces new connections through social interactions.
The social interaction is fostered by inserting semi public/ leisure 
activities within the academic environment, so as to create a 
common strata, where the knowledge is distributed through informal 
encounters among students.

Being the total site area is 200138.6 sqm, Plasma Studio was 
commissioned the design of a school complex 
(K12: Kindergarten + Primary + Secondary + High School) and of 
the University, with four Clusters of Faculties, Residential buildings, 
Services and Sport Areas. The project, that will be developed in 
three phases, will be completed in 2037 with the construction of 
140.500 m2.

PHASING MASTERPLAN _ 2037

Phasing Masterplan _ 2037

SOLAR ANALYSIS WATER RUN OFF ANALYSIS

MESH GENERATION PATH GENERATION

SUNKEN GARDEN

As one of the designer gardens of 2013 Beijing Horticultural Exposition, 
Sunken Garden is located in Fengtai Region of Beijing.
The concept of working with a sunken ground comes from a mission of 
fabricating an experience both intimate and intense combined with a 
strong feeling of harmony with the environment and intimate contem-
plation. Sunken ground looks at concepts present in Suzhou gardens 
tradition, such as the rock, the outcrop and the occidental equivalent 
of the grotto to then travel in space and time to the image of hanging 
gardens and further on to the concept of a sunken courtyard. The result 
is a combination both of intense distortions of the ground and an acute 
sense of three dimensionally, where one feels itself draped by concrete, 
steel and vegetation, free to explore a thickened version of a microcosm 
in a series of pocket landscapes for reflection, relaxation and ultimate 
playfulness.

The first idea is that of the canyon, as a compressed landscape into 
the space of a corridor. Natural canyons both have the intense spatial 
quality of the enclosed space, but also inherit the layered characteristics 
of the geological formation, showing strata, cracks and faults of the ma-
trix rock. We wanted to use this feeling of thickness and formational to 
explore how architectural elements can fabricate a passage where ma-
terial, shade and enclosure would dictate the main spatial experience.

Location: Beijing, China
Type: Exhibition Garden
Client: Beijing Department of Construction Management of Horticultural 
Exposition
Size: 1,000 m2
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XI’AN ECO-RESTAURANT
Type: Restaurant, mixed-use
Location: Xi’an, Shanxi Province, PR China
Client: Xi‘an Xixian New Town
Size: 6500 m2

Date of performance: 2014-2017

Based on the eco-strategy of the overall park, the restaurant has as an organic set up, with a menu centered on Xian’s 
regional produce and the local ingredients harvested from the garden’s orchard and the in-house hydroponic glassbox. 
The experience offered to dinners includes picking their own vegetables and following its cooking process.
In addition to the dining experience, the project proposes some auxiliary activities such as a children playground 
and a greenhouse, both included in the internal layout of the restaurant. Such functions and their distinctive spatial 
requirements—both layout and materiality—are woven into the two ribbon like bodies converging by the entrance.
Morphologically speaking, the building grows from the topography at the north, evolving into a sinuous body that splits 
creating a gap for natural light and a vertiginous volumetric drop at the entrance plaza. Toward the south, it sits onto an 
artificial higher elevation, hence allowing for a series of ludicrous spaces (children playground and greenhouse) that play 
with the slopes through some slanted surfaces, among which we locate the main access ramp to the upper floor.

MERCEDES BENZ CAMPUS
Type: Museum, mixed-use 
Location: Stuttgart, Germany
Client: Daimler AG
Size: 6.500 m2

Date of performance: 2013

ECOLOGICAL LOW CARBON PARK & CENTER

Location: Wuxi, China
Type: Cultural, Exhibition, Public
Client: Wuxi Taihu New Town
Size: 5600 sqm

The concept for the Low Carbon Exhibition Centre starts with 
references of geology: carbon being a product of intense geolog-
ical forces and processes, in fact the same atomic composition 
as diamond.
Hence crystals, as a more refined version of carbon and ele-
ments that connect the natural world to the world of mankind 
through their precision and geometry.
Crystalline forms offer an ideal formal repertory for a sustainable 
future of buildings that link and relate closely to the environment.

CAMPUS DEVELOPEMENT: In the small-scale, surface 
articulation through levels and textures will replace signs 
and curbs. At the larger scale, the ground extends and 
enables the public to experience and use a large part of the 
project’s roofscape. In broader terms, the shared surface 
extends as a complex three-dimensional landscape that 
transforms the current urbanism. The result gives way to a 
multitude of new affiliations, opportunities and experiences.
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Type: Private residence 
Location: Sesto, Italy
Size: 603 m2

Date of performance: 2016

3BIRKENHOTEL PUERTA AMERICA
Location: Madrid, Spain
Type: Luxury hotel
Client: Silken Hoteles/ Grupo Urvasco
Size: Level 4 - 32 rooms

Hotel Puerta America is a new radical design hotel in Madrid. A 
different architect/interior designer of international standing has 
been commissioned to create each floor of the hotel, giving free 
rein to their creativity in the development of the rooms and floor as 
a whole. The list includes Foster and Partners, Zaha Hadid, Chip-
perfield, Jean Nouvel, Arata Isozaki, Ron Arad, John Pawson etc. 
The hotel has 13 floors with 30 rooms, 1200 sqm per floor. Plasma 
Studio has been commissioned for the fourth floor.

The Residence Villa 3 Birken is located on a hillside in the Do-
lomites at the end of a residential area. The Villa, built in 1960 
and renovated in the 80’s, originally consisted of a simple and 
low volume with a private apartment and four holiday flats. The 
designed extension will add six holiday apartments and further 
funcitional and common spaces. The facade opens through 
a V-shaped surface from the totally closed north facade to 
the south glazed facade, which is directed to the sun and the 
panoramic view of the Dolomites. Since the new construction 
does not lean on the existing structure, but is separated by a 
shadow gap, the villa still enjoyes its independence. The new 
volume, perfectly integrated into the hillside thanks to the ac-
cessible extensive green roof with integrated terrace, is elon-
gated and occupies the full width the plot.
Through a slight rotation the new construction awerts from 
the existing building in order to direct the south facade to the 
sun and the panoramic view. The joint in the basement con-
nects the extension with the existing building and serves as 
enclosed common room. 
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Type: Residential, Interior 
Location: Sesto, Italy
Client: Alpenblick srl
Size: 1050 m2

Date of performance: 2011 

DOLOMITENBLICK RESIDENCE

Type: Office, Residence, Hotel, Interior 
Location: Sesto, Italy
Client: Rainer
Size: 2100 m2

Date of performance: 2007-2013

STRATA HOTEL & PARAMOUNT RESIDENCE ALMA

The building is located on a hillside in the Dolomites, at the 
edge of a residential area. The volume was in part determined 
by the functional elements required to host six independent 
apartments with a common circulation core. A formal incision 
marks the main access and the division of the units, splitting 
the main volume in two halves. Apart from its functional con-
notations, this incision becomes the defining element of the 
building. From either side of the cut, a strip unfolds to form the 
balustrade of a generous covered balcony that merges with the 
surrounding topography. Following the steep natural hillside 
with each floor, the strips and the façade jump back.

Strata Hotel
Location: Sesto, Italy
Type: 4-Star Hotel
Client:Judith Rainer/ Christian Schwienbacher
Size: 1600 m2
Date: Completed October 2007 

Located on a steep hillside in the Italian Dolomites this new-built hotel has been developed as the interweaving 

appartment units perpendicular to it.

Skin organisation as strata
Since the overall shape was developed from the local planning guidelines, the linear distribution of units and 
the views and sun directions, it is a resultant of the constant negotiations among all these parameters as well 
as a topological answer to the picturesque typologies frequently built in the area. From applying the logic of 
topographical mapping i.e. the indexing of horizontal sections as continuous lines, the volume is formed as a 

horizontal sections operate as control lines, enabling the generation of curved hyperbolic-parabolic geometry.

The balconies become in-between zones that negotiate the internal rationale of the apartments-  ruled by 
xtension of the topography.

Programme
The building is an extension to an already existing apart hotel. The old and the new part connect  by an 

main building volume distinguishes consciously from the existing part.

Programmatically the new volume is divided into two parts: the right side of the wing is a rigid addition of the 
axis of the guestrooms, all directed to the view and the sun, the left one together with the mediating building 
is occupied by the private house of the client. 
The guestrooms are all developed as family appartments.Each room has a balcony directed to view and sun, 
the façade behind is fully glazed. 

the boundaries of the building. 

山地阶梯酒店

地点： 意大利塞斯托
类型： 4星级酒店
业主： Judith Rainer/ Christian Schwienbacher
面积： 1600平方米
时间： 2007年10月竣工

    这个新建成的酒店坐落在意大利多洛米蒂山陡峭的山坡上，它被设计为一种编织，一种以一系列木条组
织及索引定位的自然流动地形和与其垂直的串行公寓单元序列的编织。

作为阶梯层次的皮肤组织
    由于整体造型是在当地规划指导下完成的，单元的线性分布，视角，太阳的方向，建筑是所有这些参数
的不断谈判的结果，以及对这个风景如画的地区常见建筑类型的一个拓扑答案。利用图解地形的逻辑，例如
，将横向截面投射标记为轮廓线，使这一系列地层形成体量，从而成为一个与自然保持对话的人工体。此外
，这些横向截面作为控制线，还生成了弯曲的双曲抛物几何形状。环绕在体量上的条带在不同尺度上从其上
剥落，流入景观并模糊的建筑的界限。阳台则成为协调器，协调着由效率、重复引发的内部理由与作为地形
延长的外部空间的中间区域。

Strata Hotel
山地阶梯酒店

Location: Sesto, Italy
Type: 4-Star Hotel
Client: Judith Rainer/ Christian Schwienbacher
Size: 1600 m2
Date: Completed October 2007

地点： 意大利塞斯托
类型： 4星级酒店
业主： Judith Rainer/ Christian Schwienbacher
面积： 1600平方米
时间： 2007年10月竣工

Located on a steep hillside in the Italian Dolomites this new-built hotel has been developed as the inter-
weaving of the free-flowing topography- indexed and organized by series of timber strips- and the serial 
sequence of apartment units perpendicular to it.

Skin organisation as strata
 
Since the overall shape was developed from the local planning guidelines, the linear distribution of units 
and the views and sun directions, it is a resultant of the constant negotiations among all these parameters 
as well as a topological answer to the picturesque typologies frequently built in the area. From applying 
the logic of topographical mapping ie. the indexing of horizontal sections as continuous lines, the volume 
is formed as a series of strata that as an artificial entity maintains a dialogue with its natural environment. 
In addition these horizontal sections operate as control lines, enabling the generation of curved hyperbolic-
parabolic geometry.

The bands surround the volume at different scales, peeling off from it, flowing into the landscape and blur-
ring the boundaries of the building. 

The balconies become in-between zones that negotiate the internal rationale of the appartments ruled by 
efficiency and the repetition of parts with the exterior as extension of the topography.

    这个新建成的酒店坐落在意大利多洛米蒂山陡峭的山坡上，它被设计为一种编织，一种以一系列木条组
织及索引定位的自然流动地形和与其垂直的串行公寓单元序列的编织。

作为阶梯层次的皮肤组织

    由于整体造型是在当地规划指导下完成的，单元的线性分布，视角，太阳的方向，建筑是所有这些参数
的不断谈判的结果，以及对这个风景如画的地区常见建筑类型的一个拓扑答案。利用图解地形的逻辑，例如
将横向截面投射标记为轮廓线，使这一系列地层形成体量，从而成为一个与自然保持对话的人工体。此外，
这些横向截面作为控制线，还生成了弯曲的双曲抛物几何形状。

    环绕在体量上的条带在不同尺度上从其上剥落，流入景观并模糊的建筑的界限。

    阳台则成为中间区域,协调着由功能效率和局部重复引发的内部逻辑以及作为地形延长的外部空间的。
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Located on a steep hillside in the Italian Dolomites this new-built 
hotel has been developed as the interweaving of the free-flowing 
topography- indexed and organized by series of timber strips- and 
the serial sequence of apartment units perpendicular to it.
 Since the overall shape was developed from the local planning 
guidelines, the linear distribution of units and the views and sun 
directions, it is a resultant of the constant negotiations among all 
these parameters as well as a topological answer to the pictur-
esque typologies frequently built in the area. 
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